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SUNDAY 24 SEPTEMBER 
Lorient is Alba: Scotland's Year, Ep1/4  NEW  BBC ALBA 
 

TUESDAY 26 SEPTEMBER 

Wayfaring Stranger with Phil Cunningham  NEW      BBC Two Scotland 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Viewers outside Scotland can access BBC One Scotland on Sky 141 (HD) & 951, Freesat 108 (HD) & 960, Virgin Media 108 
(HD) & 862. BBC Two Scotland can be viewed on Sky 142 (HD) & 970, Freesat 970. BBC ALBA is on Sky 143, Freesat 110, 
Virgin Media 188, Freeview 8 (Scotland only). BBC Radio Scotland can be accessed on Sky 0116, Freesat 712, Freeview 719 
(Scotland only). BBC One Scotland, BBC Two Scotland and BBC ALBA are also available on the BBC iPlayer 
bbc.co.uk/iplayer & BBC Radio Scotland on bbc.co.uk/radioscotland 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Lorient is Alba: Scotland's Year, Ep1/4  NEW 
Sunday, 24 September  
BBC ALBA, 10.00pm – 11.00pm 
 
This is the first episode of a four-part series, looking back at the Year of Scotland at the Interceltique 
Music Festival, Lorient, 2017. 
Presented by Julie Fowlis and Allan MacDonald, the series marking the Year of Scotland at the 47

th
 

edition of the music festival which took place in August, features bands and musicians from Scotland 
and Brittany, including Hò-rò. 
 
IS 
 

MONDAY 25 SEPTEMBER  TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS /BBC WEEK 39 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Puirt-adhair  - Highland Airports 
Monday, 25 September  
BBC ALBA, 8.30pm – 9.00 pm 
 
This series gives viewers a behind-the-scenes look at airports across the Highlands and Islands 
through the eyes of the people who work there and also follows the stories of some people who take 
to the skies for leisure. 
In this episode, 14 year old Francesca Mountain gets a surprise during her lesson at the Highland 
Gliding Club near Elgin when she gets to do her first ever loop the loop, and every moment is 
captured through the cameras on board. 
It's the night of the annual 5K Midnight Runway run at Inverness Airport and Callum Smith and Dan 
Mason are kept on their toes. 
They have to wait for the London plane to arrive before they can set out the markers and time is 
against them. 
Meanwhile in Wick, Andrew Bruce who runs a fuelling company and is a pilot himself, takes his plane 
up and tells his story. 
 
IS 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Bannan 
Monday, 25 September  
BBC ALBA, 10.00pm – 10.30pm 

 
Camus residents are stunned to hear shocking news, while others are forced to face the personal 
effects of the tragedy. 
Cailean is busy with police duties and supporting Donneil. Màiri worries the truth about her 
involvement will be revealed and  
Donneil and Claire discover some documents in Pàdruig's house that lead to more questions from 
Claire, but this time about Isla. 
 
IS 
 
 

TUESDAY 26 SEPTEMBER  TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS / BBC WEEK 39 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
River City 



Tuesday 26 September 
BBC One Scotland HD, 8.00 – 9.00pm 
facebook.com/bbcrivercity 
twitter.com/bbcrivercity 
instagram.com/bbcrivercity 
 
This week in Shieldinch…Alex and Annie’s attempts to get their lives back on track are derailed by the 
return of an unwelcome visitor; Callum’s homecoming forces Lenny to make a difficult decision; and 
there’s trouble in paradise for Kim and Bob.  
Alex’s plans to cease his criminality are abruptly stalled when he’s kidnapped by a dangerous face 
from the past – Rick Harper. Alex pleads for his life but Rick reminds him he has a debt outstanding 
and comes up with a plan to get his hands on Lenny’s cash. Realising it’ll mean he’ll have blood on 
his hands if he agrees, Alex feels utterly compromised. He faces an agonising decision, one which he 
can’t undo but Alex will do anything to protect his family this time around.  
However, just when Alex thinks he’s faced his demons, Rick delights in dropping another bombshell.  
Elsewhere, Lenny’s MS symptoms cause Lydia concern and she urges him to put his health before 
business before it’s too late. With Callum due to return to Shieldinch, Lenny pulls out all the stops for 
his beloved grandson but their reunion proves far from happy.  
Lydia tries to bolster a dejected Lenny but when the lure of business takes over again, she delivers 
some harsh home truths – a lonely future awaits unless Lenny changes.  
With Molly struggling to live on a top floor flat, Bob suggests his gran and Liz flat swap with him and 
Kim. The only trouble is Angus doesn’t fit into his plans for a new family home with Kim.  
 
Alex is played by Jordan Young, Annie is played by Dawn Steele, Callum by Ty McPhee, Lenny by 
Frank Gallagher, Kim by Frances Thorburn, Bob by Stephen Purdon, Rick by Alex Ferns, Lydia by 
Jacqueline Leonard, Molly by Una McLean, Liz by Eileen McCallum and Angus by Scott Fletcher. 
 
JW 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Wayfaring Stranger with Phil Cunningham, Ep1/3  NEW 
Tuesday 26 September 
BBC Two Scotland, 7.00-8.00pm 
 
Music and history combine in a new series, presented by acclaimed Scottish musician, composer and 
broadcaster, Phil Cunningham.  
Across three programmes, Phil explores age-old musical connections between Scotland, Ulster and 
America and celebrates not only an extraordinary history, but a vibrant, living tradition.  
The migration of music unfolded over many generations and journeys. Phil follows in the footsteps of 
the Ulster-Scots pioneers who brought their music to America’s furthest frontiers. 
Wayfaring Stranger with Phil Cunningham uncovers the fascinating story of how the songs, hymns 
and tunes they carried with them became a cornerstone of American music - country, gospel, 
bluegrass and rock ‘n’ roll.   
Phil’s journey takes him from Scotland, via the hearths and homes of Ulster, across the Atlantic and 
down the Great Wagon Road from Philadelphia to the Appalachian Mountains and beyond.  
The story begins in Scotland, as Phil examines the distinctive sacred and secular traditions which 
would cross over the narrow sea to Ireland.  
He follows the mass migration of Scots to Ulster which began in the 17

th
 century, and explores how 

their musical traditions enriched Ireland’s musical story, before travelling on to a new world. 
Programme two follows the ‘wayfarers’ in their next great migration, across the Atlantic, and picks up 
the trail on the Great Wagon Road from Philadelphia to the Carolinas and Appalachia.  
Phil discovers how the musical legacy of those first Ulster-Scots settlers was cherished and handed 
down, but also how it mixed and mingled with native and African American traditions, absorbing new 
influences and new instruments to create something utterly unique.  
The final programme follows the story from the mountains to the mainstream, as another wave of 
migration from Appalachia helped bring the lasting musical traditions of the Ulster-Scots to a wider 
world.  
As he traces the music, and those restless travellers who carried it with them, Phil joins an 
international cast of performers, helping viewers experience for themselves the power of hymns, 
tunes and songs that have endured for centuries.   



Among the artists appearing in the series are country legends Rosanne Cash and Ricky Skaggs, 
rising star Rhiannon Giddens, bluegrass virtuosos Tim O’Brien and Jerry Douglas, along with Paul 
Brady, Mairéad Ní Mhaoinigh and celebrated Appalachian singer, Sheila Kay Adams. 
Wayfaring Stranger with Phil Cunningham is a Below the Radar production for BBC Scotland in 
conjunction with the Ulster-Scots Broadcast Fund/Northern Ireland Screen. 
  
HM 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Talamh gu Truinnsear - Spring & Summer 
Wednesday, 27 September  
BBC ALBA, 9.00pm – 10.00pm 
 
The series follows Heather Dewar over a year of planting, harvesting and cooking. Against the 
backdrop of the stunning Islay countryside, she shares her gardening knowledge and favourite 
recipes. In this programme - spring and summer produce. 
Until Heather's garden bears 'fruit', she makes full use of the produce growing wild around her. Using 
the fresh, young crop of nettles, she makes a delicious soup, rich in flavour and nutrients. This soup 
was traditionally seen as a good way of cleaning out the blood after a long winter during which few 
green vegetables would have been eaten. 
By summertime her garden has sprung into life and she has an array of produce available to her. She 
serves freshly-caught seatrout with mangetout, peas and new potatoes. With her home-grown 
raspberries she makes a sorbet, flavoured with mint and red wine. 
 
IS 
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All Programme Information copy may be used free of charge on condition that it credits the relevant 
BBC programme or service. The material contained on the Programme Information pages is protected 
by copyright which is owned by the BBC. Material may not be reproduced or used other than in 
respect to BBC programmes © British Broadcasting Corporation 2017. 
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